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“One has a greater sense of
intellectual degradation after an
interview with a doctor than from
any human experience.”
-Alice James

Man has 39
Wives, Women’s
Rights Activists
Shocked.

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like MASSIVE SEARCHERS OMG!

However, women’s rights activists aren’t having anything
with him. They are outraged at
his supposed mistreating of his
wives and daughters.
“It’s outrageous. He has 39
wives. How can one man
possibly give them all the love
and compassion they need as
people, and as women?”
...see 99 Problems on back

Awful Pickup Lines – with READER SUBMISSIONS!

By John Earnest ~ Daily Bull

The saliva of a Komodo Dragon is teeming with dozens of strains of pathogenic,
commensal bacteria. Their teeth have
grooves which inject this “venom” into
prey with every bite. Animals unfortunate enough get gnawed upon in this
fashion will rapidly expire from shock,

crazy and pissing its pants?!]
In most mammals (including humans),
the inferior laryngeal nerve makes a loop
from the brain down through the chest
before returning to the larynx. In giraffes,
this indirect route extends the nerve by
15 feet.

By Big O ~ Daily Bull

SOMEWHERE, INDIA- Somewhere in the Indian state of
Guwahati, is a man that is 66,
has 39 wives, 94 children,
and 33 grand children. The
man has defended himself by
saying that he loves everyone
of them, and he is blessed
to have so many people to
care for. The family works the
house, with the daughters
cleaning, the sons working in
the fields with the animals, and
the wives cooking in the kitchen. All of them live in a large
home near the India, Myanmar,
and Bangladesh border.

The Steaming Pile

Did you Know?

If sharks manufacture piss with their skin, how is this
poor kiddo ever to be potty trained? Dressing him up
like a shark will just confuse him... gross.

sepsis and blood loss due to localized
disruption of clotting.
Sharks do not possess conventional
kidneys. Rather, their skin acts as a semipermeable membrane for extracting
urea from their bloodstream. [Editor’s
Query: Wait, so a shark that’s sweating
to the 80s could actually just be going

The shell of a cone
snail contains a
complex pattern of
triangular shapes,
identical to those
produced by a
rule-30 cellular automaton. The rule110 automaton, of
equivalent complexity, is capable
of performing universal computation
as proved by Matthew Cook.

The Portuguese man-of-war may appear to be a jellyfish, but is in fact a
colony of four distinct interdependent organisms with specialized functions. The animal is also fairly unique
among relatives in that it exhibits bilateral, rather than radial, body symmetry.
...see Too Much Information on back

Did you get your free candy from drawing
on yesterday’s Bull? DID YOU? DO IT.
...bueller?

Protests
College tuition
The ratio
Fake butter on movie popcorn
McNair’s riot-proofing
Beef tips
Pokemon beyond #151
Bacardi under 151
Hipsters
Purple Vest Guy
Red Shirt mortality rate
After-Carni exams
The volume of Alec’s shoes
Glenn Beck
February heat waves
Bieber Fever/Beliebers
Dillman rock garden
Mondays
Calvin and Hobbes Fan Art
Rule 34
Cockblocking roommates
Socks on doorknobs
Left turns
Foreign news on my Amurrrrican
television
Capitalism
Socialism
Taxes
Tourists in the Yooper Loop
MOAR GUNS

San Francisco
Crysis 2 Leak
MyFinance lab
CodeLab
AnyLab
Egypt
The Man
The Daily Bull
Crocs
Taking turns/sharing in general
Pajamas In class
Vegans
Foreign TA’s
Skinny jeans on guys
Paying attention
Shaving (our faces)
Bad tippers
Small shirts, big people
Dirty ho’s
World Cultures
Ponzi scheme
Michigan Tech’s Hockey Team
Classes
New Jersey
Control Freaks
Try-hards
Whiskey Dicks
Rats…. with dicks thiiiiis big
PETA
Your Fuhrer is a Homonculus

... Too Much Information from front.

The extremophilic bacterium Deinococcus Radiodurans (literally, “radiation-surviving terrible grain”) can
withstand over 3000 times the lethal
dose of ionizing radiation for humans.
Some hypothesize the organism’s
sophisticated DNA repair mechanisms
evolved to combat damage from
repeated dehydration.

Allies? What are Allies? Who needs
allies? Im a man’o’war. BITCH.
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Sunshine’s Searcher: Senators
Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

AKAKA
ALEXANDER
AYOTTE
BARRASSO
BAUCUS
BEGICH
BEN NELSON
BENNET
BILL NELSON
BINGAMAN
BLUMENTHAL
BLUNT
BOOZMAN
BOXER
BURR
CANTWELL
CARDIN
CARPER
CASEY
CHAMBLISS
COATS
COBURN
COCHRAN
COLLINS
CONRAD
COONS
CORKER
CORNYN
CRAPO
DEMINT
DURBIN
ENSIGN
ENZI
FEINSTEIN
FRANKEN
GILLIBRAND
GRAHAM
GRASSLEY
HAGAN
HARKIN
HATCH
HOEVEN
HUTCHINSON
INHOFE
INOUYE
ISAKSON
JOHANNS
KERRY
KIRK
KLOBUCHAR

KOHL
KYL
LANDRIEU
LAUTENBERG
LEAHY
LEE
LEVIN
LIEBERMAN
LUGAR
MANCHIN
MARK UDALL
MCCAIN
MCCASKILL
MCCONNELL
MENENDEZ
MERKLEY
MIKULSKI
MORAN
MURKOWSKI
MURRAY
PAUL
PORTMAN
PRYOR
REED
REID
RISCH
ROBERTS
ROCKEFELLER
RON JOHNSON
RUBIO
SANDERS
SCHUMER
SCOTT BROWN
SESSIONS
SHAHEEN
SHELBY
SHERROD BROWN
SNOWE
STABENOW
TESTER
THUNE
TIM JOHNSON
TOM UDALL
TOOMEY
VITTER
WARNER
WEBB
WHITEHOUSE
WICKER
WYDEN

The family eats a METRIC FUCKTON of
rice everyday to support itself and a
The man has defended his actions by OMG WHAT THE FUCK amount of postating that he loves them all equally, tatoes as well, living completely off of
their own OMG WE HAVE FOOD supusually 7-8 at a time.
plies they get from farming and agricul“I love the company, and I’d love to ture, as well as donations
have more wives and children. I’d be
willing to do a lot to marry more,” he The man is part of a Christian sect which
claimed. The man even once went allows polygamy, and beleives it will
through the trouble of marrying 10 rule the world eventually. This of course,
draws ire from fellow Christian sects.
women in a single year.
...99 Problems from front

Women’s rights activists, however, are “Meh, good for him. Living the dream
still unhappy with the way things are.
eh?” said one Joseph of Whittier, California
“If he doesn’t change his behavior, we
believe we might have to go in there “As long as they’re all happy I suppose
and change it ourselves. We’ll free those it’s okay...” said a Sally of Wisconsin, bewomen from the slavery he’s putting fore returning to her protests of Scott
them into, and teach him a lesson in Walker.
Feminism.”
More on this strange and fascinating stoNormal people, on the other hand, are ry later. Perhaps he’ll have another wife
just shrugging.
by then.

